SE ASIAN BUFFET MENU MARCH 6, 2020
$16.95 + TAX

SOUPS, SALADS & BREAD
- Tom Kha Gai
- Green Papaya Salad
- French Bread Rolls

APPETIZERS
- Vietnamese Summer Rolls
- Chicken Satay with Spicy

ENTRÉE, STARCH & VEGETABLES
- Thai Green Curry with Chicken and Eggplant
- Pad Thai
- Rockfish with Minted Tamarind Sauce
- Grilled Lemongass Beef
- Thai Tofu with Zucchini, Red Bell Pepper, and Lime
- Chiang Mai Curried Noodles
- Steamed Jasmine Rice
- Pad Pak (Mixed Vegetable Stir Fry)
- Pineapple Friend Rice

DESSERTS & BREADS
- Coconut Jasmine Rice Pudding
- Ginger-Mango Coulis